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This book is concerned with the foreign language learner's underlying processes. The book
analyses the different ways in which the learner's knowledge of the first language and other
languages affect the processes of comprehension and production.
This book introduces an innovative collection of easy-to-use computer programs that have
been developed to measure and model vocabulary knowledge. The book aims to help
researchers discover new instruments for lexical analysis, and provides a theoretical
framework in which studies with such tools could be conducted. Each of the programs comes
with a short manual explaining how to use the program, an example of a published paper that
uses the program and a set of questions that readers can develop into proper projects. The
programs can be used in real research projects and have the potential to break new ground for
research in L2 vocabulary acquisition. The book will be of great use to final year
undergraduates and masters students in applied linguistics, second language acquisition,
psycholinguistics and language testing and to PhD students doing research methods courses.
This guide for teachers and teacher trainees provides a wealth of suggestions for helping
learners at all levels of proficiency develop their listening and speaking skills and fluency, using
a framework based on principles of teaching and learning. By following these suggestions,
which are organised around four strands—meaning-focused input, meaning-focused output,
language-focused learning, and fluency development—teachers will be able to design and
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present a balanced programme for their students. Updated with cutting-edge research and
theory, the second edition of Teaching ESL/EFL Listening and Speaking retains its hands-on
focus and engaging format, and features new activities and information on emerging topics,
including: Two new chapters on Extensive Listening and Teaching Using a Course Book
Expanded coverage of key topics, including assessment, pronunciation, and using the internet
to develop listening and speaking skills Easy-to-implement tasks and suggestions for further
reading in every chapter More tools for preservice teachers and teacher trainers, such as a
sample unit, a "survival syllabus", and topic prompts The second edition of this bestselling
book is an essential text for all Certificate, Diploma, Masters, and Doctoral courses for
teachers of English as a second or foreign language.
This volume provides an important contribution to the study of vocabulary and its relationship
to English for Specific Purposes (ESP) research and teaching. Focussing on quantitative and
qualitative approaches, this book draws on a wide range of literature to explores key issues
that include: how to identify and categorise specialised vocabulary; and the role and value of
word list research in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) and ESP. This book features: An
analysis of material in a range of different contexts that include secondary school education,
pre-university and university-based education, professional and occupational ESP, and the
trades. inclusion of many examples of specialised vocabulary from research in Aotearoa/New
Zealand and from many other areas in the world. a review of the application of vocabulary
research to professional and pedagogical practice suggestions for future directions for
research. Written by a leading researcher, Vocabulary and English for Specific Purposes
Research provides key reading for those working in this area.
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This book compares direct learning of vocabulary (through memorization) and indirect learning
of vocabulary (through context) in second language classrooms, advocating a balance
between these two modes of learning. Thirteen original articles present theory, research, and
an exploration of relevant pedagogical issues.
This book provides pedagogical suggestions for both teachers and learners.
This volume presents case studies of language learning beyond the classroom. The studies
draw on a wide range of contexts, from North and South America to Europe and the AsiaPacific region. Each provides principled links between theory, research and practice. While outof-class learning will not replace the classroom, ultimately all successful learners take control
of their own learning. This book shows how teachers can help learners bridge the gap between
formal instruction and autonomous language learning. Although English is the primary focus of
most chapters, there are studies on a range of other languages including Spanish and
Japanese.
This book is the compilation of eight research studies conducted by the students from the
Master\'s in Education with Emphasis on English Didactics at the School of Education in
Universidad Externado de Colombia, and one study carried out by the professors from the
same Emphasis. It illustrates the students\' research process focused on various English
didactíc issues relevant to the EFL community of teachers. This issues comprise several
themes such as materíals development for teachers\' professional growth, undergraduate
students\' critical thinkíng skílls revealed through ín-dass debates on controversial íssues ín an
EFL dassroorn, the enhancement of wrítíng through cooperative learning, the improvement of
oral fluency through vocabulary learníng actívíties based on collocations, materials
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development for learning English for specific purposes, development of task-based vocabulary
to enhance reading comprehension, the process approach to develop argumentative skills,
meaningful photographs to engage students in oral activities, and fostering reading strategies
through the use of authentic materials. This book divided into nine chapters. Each chapter
explains the corresponding research process undergone by the students. It describes their
theoretical considerations, instructional and research designs, data analysis and findings, and
condusions in relation to their concern.
Written by internationally renowned academics, this volume provides a snapshot of the field of
applied linguistics, and illustrates how linguistics is informing and engaging with neighbouring
disciplines. The contributors present new research in the 'traditional' areas of applied
linguistics, including multilingualism, language education, teacher-learner relationships, and
assessment. It represents the best of current practice in applied linguistics, and will be
invaluable to students and researchers looking for an overview of the field.
Based on the premise that a systematic approach to vocabulary development results in better
learning, this text examines the underlying principles of vocabulary acquisition, including the
most effective teaching and learning techniques currently available. The author draws on a
hundred years of research, experimentation, and classroom experience and provides relevant
applications to the teaching of listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
This guide to vocabulary acquisition is essential reading for teachers of English as a second or
foreign language. It presents the major ideas and principles that relate to the teaching and
learning of vocabulary and evaluates a wide range of practical activities designed to help boost
students’ vocabulary acquisition. Key questions which are answered include: • How many
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words should students learn at a time, and how often? • How much classroom time should be
spent teaching vocabulary? • What is the best way to group vocabulary for learning? • Is it
useful to provide students with the L1 translations of unknown words? • Why do some students
make greater progress than others? stuart webb is Professor in Applied Linguistics at the
University of Western Ontario, Canada. paul nation is Emeritus Professor in Applied Linguistics
at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. Teachers will find answers to many of their
perennial questions about vocabulary learning—as well as some they had not yet thought to
ask! There is research evidence to support established practices, but also new evidence that
challenges old ideas. patsy lightbown (co-author of How Languages are Learned, with Nina
Spada)
This book will help you develop the vocabulary component of your language teaching program
with more than 100 activities organized to reflect the major elements of a second language
course. Activities help you decide which vocabulary to present when, how to create effective
lexical sets, how to present old material in new ways, how to extend knowledge of the meaning
of words, how to help learners become independent of the classroom and specially prepared
texts, and how to ensure that learners can access and use the vocabulary they know. --From
publisher's description.
Using a framework based on principles of teaching and learning, this guide for teachers and
teacher trainees provides a wealth of suggestions for helping learners at all levels of
proficiency develop their reading and writing skills and fluency. By following these suggestions,
which are organized around four strands – meaning-focused input, meaning-focused output,
language-focused learning, and fluency development – teachers will be able to design and
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present a balanced program for their students. Teaching ESL/EFL Reading and Writing, and its
companion text, Teaching ESL/EFL Listening and Speaking, are similar in format and the kinds
of topics covered, but do not need to be used together. Drawing on research and theory in
applied linguistics, their focus is strongly hands-on, featuring easily applied principles, a large
number of useful teaching techniques, and guidelines for testing and monitoring, All Certificate,
Diploma, Masters and Doctoral courses for teachers of English as a second or foreign
language include a teaching methods component. The texts are designed for and have been
field tested in such programs.
This book presents the current state of knowledge in the vibrant and diverse field of vocabulary
studies, reporting innovative empirical investigations, summarising the latest research, and
showcasing topics for future investigation. The chapters are organised around the key themes
of theorising and measuring vocabulary knowledge, formulaic language, and learning and
teaching vocabulary. Written by world-leading vocabulary experts from across the globe, the
contributions present a variety of research perspectives and methodologies, offering insights
from cutting-edge work into vocabulary, its learning and use. The book will be essential reading
for postgraduate students and researchers interested in the area of second language
acquisition, with a particular focus on vocabulary, as well as to those working in the broader
fields of applied linguistics, TESOL and English studies.
This volume provides an up-to-date and comprehensive coverage of second language
learning. The focus throughout the book is primarily on language learning, but each chapter
also discusses the implications for teaching and assessment, thus informing both
understanding and practice. The book contains nine sections, which aim to organise and
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reflect different dimensions of the diverse and complex scope of learning English as a second
or additional language. Four themes which permeate the chapters are: learning and learners;
learning and language; learning and language development; learning and learning context. The
36 chapters are up-to-date and authoritative, written by experts in the field. The content is
accessibly written, with questions for discussion and follow-up reading suggestions provided.
Focus on Vocabulary examines the teaching and learning of English vocabulary for learners of
English as a second or foreign language in courses where English is the language of
instruction. It is written for practising and trainee EFL/ESL and literacy teachers.
This volume brings together a collection of chapters focused on the learning, testing, and
researching of L2 vocabulary by leading international researchers including Paul Nation, Batia
Laufer, Frank Boers, Elke Peters, Ana Pellicer-Sánchez, Anna Siyanova-Chanturia, and Stuart
Webb. Questions that are examined include: Is it useful to read a book to learn vocabulary?
Which types of input encountered outside of the classroom contribute most to vocabulary
knowledge? What are the most useful words to learn to understand the academic spoken
language in mathematics, biology, and engineering lectures? Does writing words contribute to
vocabulary learning? What should a test measuring the skill of guessing from context consist
of? Should loan words be included in vocabulary tests? How should we evaluate vocabulary
learning that occurs through watching captioned video? How has eye-tracking been used in
vocabulary research? Together, the chapters in this volume highlight innovation in vocabulary
studies and many directions for researching, testing, and learning words. Originally published
as special issue of ITL – International Journal of Applied Linguistics 169:1 (2018)
The evaluation of student performance and knowledge is a critical element of an educator’s
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job as well as an essential step in the learning process for students. The quality and
effectiveness of the evaluations given by educators are impacted by their ability to create and
use reliable and valuable evaluations to facilitate and communicate student learning. The
Handbook of Research on Assessment Literacy and Teacher-Made Testing in the Language
Classroom is an essential reference source that discusses effective language assessment and
educator roles in evaluation design. Featuring research on topics such as course learning
outcomes, learning analytics, and teacher collaboration, this book is ideally designed for
educators, administrative officials, linguists, academicians, researchers, and education
students seeking coverage on an educator’s role in evaluation design and analyses of
evaluation methods and outcomes.
Crystal-clear and comprehensive yet concise, this text describes the steps involved in the
curriculum design process, elaborates and justifies these steps, and provides opportunities for
practicing and applying them. The description of the steps is done at a general level so that
they can be applied in a wide range of particular circumstances. The process comes to life
through plentiful examples of actual applications of the steps. Each chapter includes: examples
from the authors’ experience and from published research tasks that encourage readers to
relate the steps to their own experience case studies and suggestions for further reading that
put readers in touch with others’ experience Curriculum, or course, design is largely a 'how-todo-it' activity that involves the integration of knowledge from many of the areas in the field of
Applied Linguistics, such as language acquisition research, teaching methodology,
assessment, language description, and materials production. Combining sound
research/theory with state-of-the-art practice, Language Curriculum Design is widely applicable
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for ESL/EFL language education courses around the world.
The Routledge Handbook of Vocabulary Studies provides a cutting-edge survey of current
scholarship in this area. Divided into four sections, which cover understanding vocabulary;
approaches to teaching and learning vocabulary; measuring knowledge of vocabulary; and key
issues in teaching, researching, and measuring vocabulary, this Handbook: • brings together a
wide range of approaches to learning words to provide clarity on how best vocabulary might be
taught and learned; • provides a comprehensive discussion of the key issues and challenges
in vocabulary studies, with research taken from the past 40 years; • includes chapters on both
formulaic language as well as single-word items; • features original contributions from a range
of internationally renowned scholars as well as academics at the forefront of innovative
research. The Routledge Handbook of Vocabulary Studies is an essential text for those
interested in teaching, learning, and researching vocabulary.
Explains how good language teachers work, drawing on teacher training theory as well as
many examples and case studies.
English Language Teaching Today: Linking Theory and Practice provides an up-to-date
account of current principles and practices for teaching English in the world today. The
chapters, written by internationally recognized language teacher educators and TESOL
specialists, introduce the reader to key language skill areas (i.e., listening, speaking, reading,
writing, pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary) and explain how each skill area can be taught
in a principled manner in diverse language learning contexts. Throughout the book, the link
between theory and practice is explicitly highlighted and exemplified. This reader-friendly book
is suitable for undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in TESOL and other second
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language education programmes as well as for TESOL professionals who wish to stay current
with recent developments in ELT.
What makes a good language teacher? This up-to-date, practical book addresses that
question from a 'human' perspective, recognising that teachers are not just machines, but have
feelings, needs and identities of their own. As the twenty-two topics of the chapters in this
volume clearly indicate, language teachers are complex individuals, who are expected to have
a range of personal qualities, to be able to satisfy the needs of their students and to have the
knowledge and skills to provide instruction in a range of language areas. Not only that, but all
of these requirements are constantly changing. The authors present new insights from the real
teaching environment that will be an invaluable help to language teachers at all stages of
professional development.
This volume offers research-based studies on English for Specific Purposes in higher
education from across the world. By drawing on international studies, the book brings together
diverse ESP practices and aspects of relevant issues in the development of ESP programs,
teachers and learners in a coherent fashion. There is a growing need for undergraduate
students to develop their proficiency of ESP skills and knowledge in the increasingly globalized
world. Knowledge of ESP is an important factor in subject matter learning by students, and
also closely related to the performance of university graduates in the relevant sectors. Careful
planning and efficient implementation are essential to ensure the quality of the language
learning process. For a variety of reasons, it proves difficult to maintain ESP instruction in
higher education. These reasons include the incompetence of teachers, lack of materials for
that specific context, as well as lack of opportunities for ESP teachers to develop their skills.
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The chapters in this book, taken from a wide variety of countries, shed light on the diversity of
current practices and issues surrounding ESP.

Estimating native-speaker vocabulary size is important for guiding interventions
to support native-speaker vocabulary growth and for setting goals for learners of
English as a foreign language. Unfortunately, the measurement of native-speaker
vocabulary size has been one of the most methodologically contentious areas of
research in applied linguistics, with estimates of adults’ vocabulary size ranging
from 12,000 words to well over 200,000 words. This book reviews over one
hundred years of research, critically examining the methodological issues and
findings at each age level from young children to adults, and suggesting
solutions. It presents a model organising the factors involved in vocabulary
growth and is rich in well-researched suggestions for supporting native-speaker
vocabulary learning. It concludes with topics for further research. The research
shows that we now have a more stable and coherent picture of what and how
much vocabulary native-speakers know, and how this knowledge grows
throughout their lives.
This book shows how formal, non-formal, and informal education play important
roles in the shaping of bilingual minds. The contributions gathered here examine
how societies influence language education, taking into account different
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perspectives, as well as foreign language education in schools, native
bilingualism, and societal stances towards bilingualism.
Advancing English Language Education Edited by Wafa Zoghbor & Thomaï
Alexiou This volume contains a selection of nineteen articles that focus on skills
and strategies for advancing English language teacher education in several
contexts where English is taught to speakers of other language. The volume
focuses on the teachers and learners as the prime participants in the learning
process. The papers selected for inclusion represent the diverse backgrounds,
experiences, and research interests of EFL educators and showcase contribution
that document theory, research and pedagogy. The volume comprises six
sections: Teacher Education and Professional Development; Young Learners;
Testing and Assessment; Teaching of Writing Skills; Context-Specic Issues in
EFL; Teaching, Learning, and Pedagogy Contributors: Alessandro Ursic, Alison
Larkin Koushki, Athanasios Karasimos, Daria Grits, David Rear, Irshat Madyarov,
Ivan Ivanov, James Milton, Laila Khalil, Larysa Nikolayeva, Mariam Al Nasser,
Marianthi Serafeim, Marielle Risse, Marta Tryzna, Mher Davtyan, Michael M.
Parrish, Nikita Berezin, Nour Al Okla, Peter Davidson, Richard D. Miller,
Syuzanna Torosyan, Talin Grigorian, Thomaï Alexiou, Wafa Zoghbor, Zainab
Rashed Aldhanhani
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This book investigates an important but under-researched aspect of dictionary
making: the use of a controlled vocabulary in definitions. The main concern of the
author is the role of a definition vocabulary in how foreign learners understand
and perceive dictionary definitions. The author takes the reader through a
detailed historical account of controlled vocabularies and examines definitions in
a range of English dictionaries with respect to their vocabulary loads. He
performs a series of experiments with university students to reveal merits and
shortcomings of restricted vocabularies. This monograph has been written with
the aim to fill a gap in the literature on defining vocabulary. It is intended for
lexicographers, dictionary editors, course designers, teachers, and students, as
well as anyone who wishes to explain words in an intelligible way.
This comprehensive book by renowned scholars Paul Nation and Rob Waring
accessibly covers all aspects of extensive reading in second and foreign
language contexts. The book serves as a major update to the field on the topic,
with current research findings on extensive reading as they relate to motivation,
reading fluency, and vocabulary learning, among other topics. Clear and
straightforward, it includes case studies, strategies, and methods for
implementing and assessing effective extensive reading in the classroom and
provides resources and tools for preservice teachers of ESL/EFL and foreign
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languages. Suitable for programs in TESOL and Applied Linguistics with courses
in L2 reading, reading instruction, TESOL methods, and foreign language reading
or teaching, it will appeal to students and preservice teachers as well as English
language teaching professionals and EFL/ESL teachers.
International scholars and researchers present cutting edge contributions on the
significance of vocabulary in current thinking on first and second language
acquisition in the school and at home. By pursuing common themes across first
and second language and bilingual contexts, the editors offer a collection that
tackles the most important issues.
This volume of specially commissioned articles examines theory and practice in
EAP.
Introducing English for Academic Purposes is an accessible and engaging
textbook which presents a wide-ranging introduction to the field, covering the
global and institutional position of EAP as well as its manifestations in
classrooms and research contexts around the world. Each chapter provides: a
critical overview introducing readers to theory- and research-informed
perspectives; profiles of practice to guide readers in putting theory to use in real
world contexts; tasks, reflection exercises and a glossary to help readers
consolidate their understanding; an annotated further reading section with links to
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online resources to enable readers to extend their knowledge. Covering both
theoretical and practical issues, Introducing English for Academic Purposes is
essential reading for studentsof applied linguistics, and pre-service and in-service
teachers of EAP.
This edited volume provides a single coherent overview of vocabulary teaching and learning in
relation to each of the four skills (reading, writing, listening, speaking). Each of the four
sections presents a skill area with two chapters presented by two leading experts in the field,
relating recent advances in the field to the extent that each skill area relates differently to
vocabulary and how this informs pedagogy and policy. The book opens with a summary of
recent advances in the field of vocabulary, and closes by drawing conclusions from the skill
areas covered. The chapters respond to emerging vocabulary research trends that indicate
that lexical acquisition needs to be treated differently according to the skill area. The editors
have chosen chapters to respond to recent research advances and to highlight practical and
pedagogical application in a single coherent volume.
A book for teachers of young children aged from 5 to 12 years in primary schools who want to
support students' English vocabulary.
Internationally recognised as one of the leading texts in its field, this volume offers a
comprehensive introduction to vocabulary for language teachers who would like to know more
about the way vocabulary works. Two leading specialists make research and theory
accessible, providing the background knowledge necessary for practitioners to make informed
choices about vocabulary teaching and testing. This second edition retains the popular format
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of the first edition, and has been rewritten to take account of the many developments in the
past 20 years. There is a greater focus on the vocabulary learning process, with new chapters
on incidental learning, and intentional learning, and a new wide-ranging discussion of formulaic
language. The book now also includes extensive treatment of word lists and vocabulary tests,
with explanations of their various strengths and limitations. Updated further reading sections,
and new Exercises for Expansion make this volume more invaluable than ever.
This book is a valuable contribution to SLA research. Apart from the obvious target of the book,
SLA researchers and teachers anywhere in the world, it will be of particular interest to the
Japanese community and to Westerners interested in Japanese language and culture. It is not
easy to write a book appealing to audiences as disparate as this, but Daulton has managed to
do this very well. He writes clearly and lucidly and makes good use of his teaching experience
in Japan (Hakan Ringbom, Abo Akademi University). Japan offers a prime example of lexical
borrowing which relates to language transfer in second and foreign language learning. The
insights gained by examining language borrowing in Japan can be applied wherever language
contact has occurred and foreign languages are learned.Many of the most important English
vocabulary may already exist in native lexicons. This pioneering book examines Japanese
lexical borrowing, clarifies the effect of cognates on foreign language acquisition, assesses
Japanese cognates that correspond to high-frequency and academic English, and discusses
using this resource in teaching. It includes extensive lists of loanword cognates.
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